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PEARS Monthly General Meeting
to be held at the Italian Club, in Lorraine at 19H30

on Tuesday the 21st September, 2010
Please note our new starting time

Our next meeting will be on the 19th October 2010.

Come and enjoy the Meeting.
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From the Chairman

.........
The RTA has come and gone. It was a little disappointing to
see so few there, but good to see those who were. I under-

stand that there was a lot going on that Saturday. The RTA
unfortunately coincided with the light house weekend and
that was possibly one cause for the low attendance.
However, the lectures were good and all who attended
showed a lot of interest in what was said by each speaker,

with a lot of interaction taking place after each lecture.
Next on my agenda is the number of Hams who have not renewed their membership for
2010/2011. This concerns me and I do not know the reasons for this, but please consider this
one aspect. It seems that for many their membership really only covers their printed copy of
QSX, and while this is a very small part of the membership fee, please consider this, PEARS

hosts one of the best Repeater Networks in the country and to maintain this network costs
money, and since many of you who have not renewed your membership, still use the
repeaters, I ask, is it not fair that you should renew your membership? I continue to
encourage all who have not renewed to date to please do so.
Keep the PEARS flag flying high.

73
Ashley ZS2AG
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ECARES News

Amateur Radio operators harnessing state-of-the-

art technology for early warning and disaster risk

reduction.
How did this initiative start?

An amateur weather observer and radio amateur who is also a member of
PEARS, Johan Terblanche ZS1I, has launched a community-based weather
and disaster information service which he hopes will help authorities and the
general public to be better prepared when storms hit South Africa.

Johan grew up in the small town of Indwe in the Eastern Cape where he
experienced first hand the havoc caused by severe weather events. This sparked
a life-long interest in weather and disaster-related incidents.

In 2008 he identified the need for a public weather and disaster information service,
and especially an early warning system and took the first steps to creating
SAWDIS while experimenting with APRS on the South African Radio League
Forum pages. This experimentation turned into a real live event during the 2006/7
floods in the Eden district a Search and Rescue mission for a missing aircraft in the
Baviaans Mountains in December 2007 - January 2008. Both incidents revealed
the lack of real-time weather and disaster Information updates during the events.
He felt that South Africa was seriously in need of a real-time Weather and Disaster
information Service to inform the public and role-players about what is happening
before, during and after an event.

The SAWDIS and Blog was eventually established on 8 October 2008 with the
support of amateur radio operators (radio hams) and the general public. The
concept caught on quickly with the public, media and radio amateurs supplying
information. The Media promoted the concept and articles appeared in several
national and local papers as well as various websites. 

How did this initiative become a critical resource for disaster risk reduction?

The project was designed to significantly improve long-range and real time obser-
vations to enhance the capabilities of several non-governmental organisations. The
aim of SAWDIS is to eventually list information from relevant and interested
organisations under one umbrella. Johan is most grateful to the South African
Weather Service, the South African Radio League and radio amateurs. Disaster
Management and the University of Cape Town, as well as the media and the
general public for helping SAWDIS become what it is today, a truly valuable
resource.

What has contributed to the success of this initiative?

Information can be exchanged effectively by using the internet, commercial entities
and amateur radio operators to help bridge the knowledge gap between less
developed regions and their more affluent counterparts - Johan says that "they're
also an important source for promoting and improving scientific methodologies and
for interpreting weather and disaster observations at grassroots level."

SAWDIS relies on the APRS RF global system which consists of a combination of
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Held in the Italian Sporting Club on Tuesday 17th August 2010 at
19h30

Present: ZS2AG Chairman, ZS2AAW vice chairman & acting secretary,
ZS2RT Treasurer, ZS2ABZ Social, ZR2TX Contests.       

Members as per the attendance register

Apologies: ZS2GV Secretary, ZR2BA PR, other apologies as per attend-
ance register

Minutes of the July meeting were proposed by ZS2PG and seconded by
ZS2IW.  

Financial Report: The Treasurer reported that there is still money in the
bank.  ZS2AAW still to purchase 2x batteries for Repeaters.  Membership
has not increased or improved since the reminders were sent.  At approxi-
mately 80 plus 4 or 5 possibles.  Clive to prepare a list of those outstanding
renewals, and committee members can approach them…

Activities: 

· Rally feedback was given by Tony ZR2TX, specifically on the timekeep-
ing aspects.

· Repeater feedback given by Chris ZS2AAW

· RTA this coming weekend…  R50 at the door, program on the PEARS
website.  

· 2m FM Fun Contest next month 26 Sept.  Al, ZS2U explained further.  

· Sale of the late Graham Gathercole equipment on Saturday 28th August.
Following Saturday will dispose of aluminium and antenna stock at his
QTH.

· ZS2OC Spoke about the airforce museum.   Intent is to erect a working
Amateur Station at the museum.  Support from PEARS is required.
Should be operational on special days, air display days etc.  Also for
antique wireless association activities.  Volunteers please contact ken
ZS2OC.  QSX article suggested.  Meeting showed support for the
initiative.

· Chris asked for suggestions re the HF Contest weekend camp-out.
Sites proposed are Kabeljous or Jeffreys Bay.  Other suggestions
welcome

· ZS2RL asked for additional volunteers for bulletin recordings on
Sundays/Mondays.  ZS2EHB offered assistance

The meeting closed at 20h07

ZS2RL gave a very interesting presentation of their recent trip to Australia
& New Zealand.

MINUTES OF P.E. AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY MONTHLY MEETING
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Matching Feedlines to Loads and
other Myths

By Beavan ZS2RL

Some time ago I had occasion to measure the losses in some RG58 and
RG213 that I had.  It was quite an education, and some of the results had
me rather puzzled – for example, a length of RG213 feeding a 50 ohm
dummy load returned an SWR of 1.4, whereas a different length of the
same gave an SWR of 1.1.  The losses per metre were within spec.
What was going on?

Some discussion during the ensuing breakfast shows ensued, and it soon
became apparent that I was perhaps not the only person with a somewhat
hazy idea of what happened along feed lines.  There was no escaping the
conclusion that some time had to be spent at the drawing board.

To those that know it all, stop right here and go read something else.  To
lost souls like myself, read on ….

The ARRL Handbook (1994, p 16-3) gives the following equations for the
input resistance and reactance to a feed line having a characteristic
impedance of Zo = 50 ohms resistive, and terminated in a load having a
resistive component Ra and a reactive component Xa.

Rin = {Ra(1+tan2 p)} / {(1-(Xa/Zo)tanp)2 + ((Ra/Zo)tanp)2}

Xin = {(Xa(1-tan2p) + (Zo-(Ra2+Xa2)/Zo)tanp} / {(1-(Xa/Zo)tanp)2 +
((Ra/Zo)tanp)2}

Where tanp = the tangent of “p”, and p = the length of line measured from
the load, in degrees (3600 = one wavelength - don’t forget to take the
velocity factor into account when determining the physical length in
metres!).

A spreadsheet was prepared to produce graphs of Rin, Xin and Zin for
any combination of the input parameters Zo, Ra & Xa.  

As confirmation of the results, the exercise was repeated with an analysis
using full-blown vector algebra that emanated from a tutorial website
belonging to the university of Kansas.  Briefly, those numbers are –

Zin = (Input voltage) / (Input current) 

      = Zo { ((Ra+jXa)+jZo(tanB)) / (Zo+j((Ra+jXa)(tan(B)) }         

where B = 2(pi)(length of line)/(wavelength),  and Zo assumed = 50+j0
ohms

The results from the two spreadsheets agreed exactly, so finger trouble
was eliminated and the results could be viewed with confidence.

The results were surprising, particularly the finding that if a feed line with
no reactive component to its Zo is mis-matched into a pure resistance,
then the input impedance has a reactive component.  At first sight this
does not seem to make sense, but if you look at the ARRL equation for
Xin you will see that the numerator will never be zero unless Ra = Zo and
/ or tanp = 0.  Tanp (the tangent of “p”) will only be zero it p = 00 or 3600  -
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i.e. at multiples of a half wavelength.

A number of graphs for various load conditions are reproduced at the end
of this article (in all cases Zo = 50 ohms resistive).   In summary, the
conclusions to be drawn from them are -

• If Ra = 50 ohms, then Rin = 50 ohms over the whole length of line, and
Xin = 0;

• If Ra is not equal to 50 ohms and even though Xa = 0, there will be a
reactive component to the input impedance;

• For a mis-matched load, the input impedance varies along the length of
the line.  This is the basis for using a calculated length of line having a
different Zo, to ‘transform’ an impedance so that it matches 50 ohm coax.  

• The load impedance Za repeats exactly at every half-wave length from
the feed point.  Therefore, if using an antenna analyzer to measure Ra and
Za, and if measuring these values at the feed point is impractical, then do
your measurement at the end of a piece of coax a half wavelength long.

• If the feed line is terminated in a short-circuit, then at every odd multiple
of a quarter wavelength the input impedance will be very large over a
narrow ‘bandwidth’.  This is the basis of the short-circuited quarter wave
stub that presents a high impedance to the design frequency and its odd
harmonics, while presenting a low impedance to all other frequencies.

• However, if the feed line is left open-circuit then it’s a whole new ball
game.  At a distance of a quarter wave length (and odd multiples thereof)
the impedance is zero, and it is commonly believed that this characteristic
can be used as a notch filter (open-circuit quarter wave stub) to eliminate
an unwanted frequency.  Only one problem: the graphs tell us that the
‘notch’ is very broad indeed and the stub will attenuate just about every-
thing that comes its way.  It will only be useful where the unwanted signal
is very much higher in frequency than the desired signal.

• In the good old CB days there was a belief that you could “cut the coax”
to achieve a good match between rig and feed-line.  While the above
graphs lend some credence to that belief, there will still be a mis-match due
to the reactive component (I have no idea of how this will affect the output
stage of a rig – my gut feel is that it would not be a good thing);

• The SWR is purely a function of the degree of reflection that occurs at the
feed point, and is mathematically related to the forward and reverse power
– the length of the line does not figure in the calculation.  “Cutting the coax”
will not affect the SWR one iota;

• Most SWR meters determine the SWR by measuring the forward and
reverse voltage or power.  If the transmission line were loss-less then the
same reading would be obtained over the whole length of the line.
However, RG58 and RG213 have losses which increase significantly with
frequency – therefore, if the meter is used at the input to a long line then
the reading obtained would be overly optimistic, because the reflected
component of the power finding its way back to the meter will have been
somewhat attenuated by its journey down the coax to the load and then
back again to the meter.  It would then appear that the degree of reflection
is less than it actually is.  Best to do the readings as close as possible to

Contd from Page 5  
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the load.  

• SWR meters are notorious for telling lies – use the readings with common
sense.

• It is a GOOD IDEA  to test coax before installation, using a source,
power/SWR meter and a dummy load.  SWR should be close to unity, and
the dB loss/metre within spec.  Doing this could prevent a lot of unhappi-
ness and foul language at a later stage!

When the load resistance is zero and the load is entirely reactive, it is
interesting to note that the curve obtained for the resistance along the line
does dips below the X-axis at times i.e. we are dealing with negative
values of resistance.  Please don’t ask me to explain it – I get a headache
just trying to think about it!  But the internet tells me that the concept of
negative resistance does have a place in antenna and transmission line
theory.  Weird!

Finally, this is not intended as an authorative exposé of transmission line
theory – it is purely the fruits of my research and could possibly contain
errors.  If you disagree with what’s been said, please let’s hear from you –
that’s the way we all learn.

(In case the titles of the axes in the graphs are not legible, the vertical
axis is in ohms and the horizontal axis is in fractions of a wavelength from
the load with markers at every 1/4, the whole length of the axis represent-
ing one full wavelength.)

networks and terrestrial and satelite links that transfer weather-related information
around the world - while at the local level, SAWDIS relies on amateur radio
operators (HAMS) and  their aperture terminal connections to receive and share
information.  APRS helps to ensure real-time information sharing by connecting
weather services throughout the world. In South Africa many areas lack the
necessary infrastructure and knowledge to benefit from this information and this is
where SAWDIS comes in. It hopes to keep marginalised communities better
informed using existing amateur radio networks, the internet and the media.

Key learning point

The general public and radio amateurs can play an important roll in being the eyes
and ears in reporting real time weather and disaster information to key role players
as well as functioning as a general public information service. The formation of a
community-based weather and disaster management information service such as
SAWDIS is a positive sign of the involvement of communities in spreading the
message of weather and disaster-related information.

Where can I find more information?

Visit the SAWDIS website for up-to-date information on weather conditions and
disaster situations or join the ever-growing network of ham radio operators and
voluntary weather observers at http://saweatherobserver.blogspot.com or email
Johan and his ban of merry weather watchers at sawdis05@gmail.com

ECARES News Continued from Page 3
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Over Voltage and Reverse Voltage Protector
Submitted for publication by Neels ZS2ND
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on your birthdays

September
26 Garth Laaks, ZS2HB

26 Caryn Pearson ZR2ABQ

27 Ewald Bouwer, ZS2EHB

27 Johan Terblanche ZS1I

28 Glen Cummings, ZS2GV

28 Anton Nieuwerth ZS2ANT

October
01 Eric Hosten ZS2ECH

02 Mark Hugo ZS2MA  *

02 Glen Kraut ZS2GK  *

04 Donovan van Loggerenberg
ZS2DL

06 Colin Ashwell, ZS2AO

06 Norma Flanagan XYL of Terry
ZS2ABB

08 Vanessa Scarr, ZS2VS, XYL of
Chris ZS2AAW

12 Bert von Rahden ZS6LP

12 Neil Thomas ZR2NT

September
27 Caryn and Graham Pearson
ZR2ABQ

28 Marjorie and Dudley Forsyth
ZS2AW

October 
01 Leandra and Anton Nieuwerth

03 Susanna and Mike Bosch
ZS2FM 

04 Carin and Mark Hugo ZS2MA  *

12 Rosalie ZR2RL and Donovan
van Loggerenberg ZS2DL

13 Marjorie and Glenn Kraut
ZS2GK  *

CONGRATULATIONS . . .

Club Subscriptions are Overdue
Hi Folks, it appears that a number of members have not renewed their
subscriptions. I'd like to encourage you to not give up your membership of
PEARS. It is only R80 per member per year. Spouses  R30 and students R30. Wifi
fees R150 per month.

Your continued membership will ensure that PEARS will be able to maintain the
superb repeater network for many years to come. This is but one of the many
benefits you have for keeping up your membership.

Club's banking details are: Nedbank Savings Acc. No: 221 252 7594. Branch
Code: 121217.

Please use your call sign as a reference.

16 Jayne Rishworth, XYL of David

22 Marjorie Kraut, XYL of Glen
ZS2GK

on your anniversaries
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facilities are also remotely linked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

26th Sep Basie ZR2BA

3rd Oct Tony ZR2TX

10th Oct Ashley ZS2AG

17th Oct Chris ZS2AAW

24th Oct Clive ZS2RT

YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH ELECTRONICSELECTRONICSELECTRONICSELECTRONICS

PCB Boards, Tin plated

Contact: Basie ZR2BA

Cell: 0828882118

basiedp@gmail.com

Local Repeaters:
Town VHF 145,050/650 Town UHF 431,050/438,650 Uitenhage 145,075/675 Tygerhoek
145.000/600

These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cape Linked System Repeaters:
Lady's Slipper 145,100/700 Grahamstown 145.150/750 Cradock 145,050/650 Noupoort
431,150/438,750

Colesberg 431,075/438,675 Kareedouw 145.725/125 Plett 145.775/175 Brenton 145.675/075

These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border,
Southern Cape and

WCRWG systems

Packet Network:
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 144.625 1200bd 438.275
1200bd (FWD)

438.875 9600bd 434.800 1200bd APRS - Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS - Lady's Slipper On all node frequencies

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Grahamstown 144.675 1200bd 438.275 1200bd 434.875 9600bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi - Cradock 144.675 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 WX Station 144.625 1200bd

Beacons:
2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

Banking details (for subs & donations): Nedbank Savings, No:221 252 7594, Code: 121217.
Call Sign as Ref.

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
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Your Societies Committee for 2010/2011

Front Cover Picture - The Horse

Memorial
The Horse Memorial erected and unveiled during 1905 in Port
Elizabeth commemorates the horses that suffered and died
during the Anglo-boer War (1899-1902). It consists of life-sized
bronze figures of a horse about to quench its thirst from a
bucket held by a kneeling soldier and stands on the corner of
Russell Road and Rink Street.

Chairman & QSX Editor Ashley Goosen ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashleygoosen@yahoo.com

Vice-Chairman/Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 christopher@peham.co.za

Secretary Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen@peham.co.za

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 clive@peham.co.za

Club Social Activities Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 zs2abz@isat.co.za

Marketing & PR Basie Du Plessis ZR2BA 082-8882118 basiedp@gmail.com

Contest and Awards
Manager, Convener of
VHF Contest Committee

Tony Allen ZR2TX 082-9562920 tony@zr2tx.co.za

Website Manager Jarrad Brown ZR2JAB webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Co-Opted sub-committees

RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Assessors Rory ZS2BL

Chris ZS2AAW

Donovan ZS2DL

Bill ZS2ABZ

072-0268909

041-3681344

082-8524885

041-5812580

rory@commco.co.za

christopher@peham.co.za

zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

zs2abz@isat.co.za

Contest Committee Tony Allen ZR2TX

Al  Akers ZS2U

Mike Bosch ZS2FM

082-9562920

041-3602983

041-5812425

contest@peham.co.za

mcbosch@telkomsa.net

QSX Distribution Mitch Rundle ZS2DK 083-7153375 mrundle@axxess.co.za
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